Recently, attempts have been made to disentangle the neural underpinnings of preparatory processes related to reward and attention. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) research showed that neural activity related to the anticipation of reward and to attentional demands invokes neural activity patterns featuring large-scale overlap, along with some differences and interactions. Due to the limited temporal resolution of fMRI, however, the temporal dynamics of these processes remain unclear. Here, we report an event-related potentials (ERP) study in which cued attentional demands and reward prospect were combined in a factorial design. Results showed that reward prediction dominated early cue processing, as well as the early and later parts of the contingent negative variation (CNV) slow-wave ERP component that has been associated with task-preparation processes. Moreover these reward-related electrophysiological effects correlated across participants with response time speeding on reward-prospect trials. In contrast, cued attentional demands affected only the later part of the CNV, with the highest amplitudes following cues predicting high-difficulty potential-reward targets, thus suggesting maximal task preparation when the task requires it and entails reward prospect. Consequently, we suggest that task-preparation processes triggered by reward can arise earlier, and potentially more directly, than strategic top-down aspects of preparation based on attentional demands.
Introduction
Everyday human behavior is guided by internal states and objectives that interact with external factors. Central among these external influences are reward and reward prediction. The dopaminergic midbrain is known to play a critical role in these reward-related processes and to be central to reinforcement learning (e.g., Glimcher, 2011; Wise and Rompre, 1989) . It has been shown that stimuli predicting the possibility to obtain a reward invoke neuronal activity that is similar to that triggered by the reward itself in both animal (e.g., Mirenowicz and Schultz, 1994; Schultz et al., 1997) and human research (e.g., D'Ardenne et al., 2008; Knutson and Cooper, 2005; Schott et al., 2008; Zaghloul et al., 2009 ). This process is believed to simultaneously energize cognitive and motor processes that may help to successfully obtain the reward (Salamone and Correa, 2012) . Along such lines, the anticipation of reward has been shown to enhance a wide range of cognitive operations, including memory and novelty processing (e.g., Adcock et al., 2006; Krebs et al., 2009; Wittmann et al., 2005 Wittmann et al., , 2008 , perceptual discrimination (e.g., Engelmann and Pessoa, 2007; Engelmann et al., 2009) , cognitive flexibility (e.g., Aarts et al., 2010) and conflict resolution (e.g., Padmala and Pessoa, 2011; Stürmer et al., 2011) .
Effects of reward and attention have largely been considered as distinct phenomena, and they therefore have been investigated mainly in separate fields. However, it has been pointed out that most studies are not able to distinguish direct reward effects from effects of voluntary attentional enhancement (Maunsell, 2004) . Previous studies have shown that attention and reward clearly interact: visual attention is more efficient when conditions or stimuli are motivationally significant (Engelmann and Pessoa, 2007) and rewarded stimulus aspects draw more attention (Krebs et al., 2010 (Krebs et al., , 2013 . These studies, however, have generally not been able to differentiate between more direct low-level influences of reward versus indirect strategic attentional effects, although some recent studies have shown that reward associations can have a direct impact on early stages of visual, cognitive, and oculomotor processes, without the mediation of strategic attention (Della Libera and Chelazzi, 2006; Hickey and van Zoest, 2012; Hickey et al., 2010) . These early-stage effects are thought to rely on the direct association between task-relevant stimulus features and reward, and hence do not reflect preparatory or strategic effects that require a cuetarget sequence. Baines et al. (2011) , in turn, investigated the dynamics of spatial attention and motivation in an event-related-potentials (ERP) study, but also focused on effects of target processing. They showed that motivation and attention had early independent effects when visually processing the target stimulus, with interactions only arising later.
Whereas the above studies thus tried to dissociate influences of reward and attention largely during target discrimination processes, the possible dissociations of attention and reward prospect during task preparation have received little attention so far. Yet, effective preparatory brain mechanisms can be crucial for successful task performance. Moreover, it has been suggested that the dopaminergic system plays an important role in improving task performance mostly in proactive/preparatory contexts (Braver et al., 2007) . Importantly, the dopaminergic response that is typically related to reward anticipation is usually assumed to be only elicited by extrinsic factors (but see Salamone and Correa, 2012) . However, in a recent paper by our group this idea was challenged. In this fMRI study, a visual discrimination task was performed in which a cue informed participants of the task demands (high or low) for the upcoming trial. Despite the absence of reward or any other immediate extrinsic motivator, the dopaminergic midbrain showed enhanced activity for high compared to low task demands. Thus, anticipation of attentionally demanding tasks, independent of any extrinsic factor, can invoke neural processes that resemble the anticipation of reward, suggesting that the dopaminergic midbrain is more generally engaged in flexible resource allocation processes to meet situational requirements for which it can be recruited in different ways (see also Nieoullon, 2002; Salamone et al., 2005) .
To further investigate the overlap and distinctiveness of the neural networks related to reward-dependent and reward-independent recruitment of neural processing resources Krebs et al. (2012) systematically crossed reward and attentional demand prediction in a subsequent fMRI study. Both factors activated selective but also similar neural networks with mostly additive effects, but also interactions for some areas, including the dopaminergic midbrain, with maximal activity in response to cues that predicted difficult potential-reward trials. These findings were taken to support the view that the dopaminergic midbrain plays a role in a broader network that is involved in the control of neuro-cognitive processing resources to optimize behavior when it is particularly worthwhile. Importantly, the above task required attentional orienting and task preparation immediately in response to the cue, which sets it apart from typical neuroeconomic experiments that emphasize evaluative processes and have conceptualized task demands as costs that get discounted from the possible reward (Croxson et al., 2009; McGuire and Botvinick, 2010) . There are however important questions that cannot be addressed with fMRI because of the slow characteristics of the hemodynamic response. Most importantly, studies using fMRI are not able to distinguish processing stages related to cue evaluation and task-preparation processes in general, as well as potential differences in the temporal dynamics of such processes related to the processing and anticipation of reward and task demands. The present study was performed to tackle these questions of timing by using ERPs in an adapted version of the study by Krebs et al. (2012) .
Our central aim was to systematically investigate how the prediction of attentional demands and reward availability is registered over time, and leads to adjustments in preparatory activity preceding the target stimulus onset. After the initial registration of the relevant features, we expected differential effects on neural markers of task preparation and attentional orienting. An ERP component that is particularly interesting in this regard is the contingent negative variation (CNV), which is a central slow negative brain wave that has been typically observed between a warning (cue) and imperative stimulus (target). This ERP wave has been shown to reflect the anticipation of or orienting to the upcoming stimulus and response preparation, and has been related to preparatory attention, motivation and response readiness (Grent-'tJong and Woldorff, 2007; Tecce, 1972; van Boxtel and Brunia, 1994; Walter et al., 1964) . We expected that cue information about reward availability and task demands could lead to dissociations of processes related to the interpretation of the cue information and subsequent task preparation not only in amplitude but also in time. These two manipulations could start to influence brain processes at a different point in time, with reward effects potentially arising earlier since reward is known to be a salient stimulus feature that can even modify early visual processes directly (e.g., Hickey et al., 2010) and because a reward-predicting cue can become an inherently motivating stimulus (Bromberg-Martin and Hikosaka, 2009; Mirenowicz and Schultz, 1994) .
Materials and methods

Participants
Twenty-two healthy right-handed participants with normal color vision participated in the present study (three male; mean age 20, range 18-23). The study was approved by the local ethics board and written informed consent was obtained from all participants according to the Declaration of Helsinki prior to participation. Participants were compensated at 15€ per hour plus an additional performance-based bonus between 4 and 8€.
Stimuli and procedure
The present experiment was based on an earlier fMRI study (Krebs et al., 2012) , by using a very similar version of the paradigm with some adjustments related to electroencephalography (EEG) methodology (Fig. 1) . A central gray fixation square (0.5°) and two placeholder frames, one in the left and right visual field (6°lateral from fixation and 6°below fixation), were continuously present on a black background throughout the experiment. Each trial started with a centrally presented arrow cue (400 ms duration) predicting the target location (left or right), as well as reward availability and task difficulty. With respect to reward likelihood, cue color was either green or blue, indicating whether a fast correct answer was going to be rewarded or not. In addition, white or black squares in the center of these arrows specified the difficulty (high or low) of the upcoming task trial. Colors predicting reward (green and blue) and task difficulty (white and black) were Fig. 1 . Paradigm. In active-attention trials cues indicated the target location (direction of arrow), availability of reward (color of arrow) and task difficulty (color of fixation square). After a variable ISI a target was presented and participants had to indicate whether the top or bottom gap was larger. Subsequent feedback indicated the amount of money won or lost (4 eurocents for reward trials or 0 eurocents for no-reward trials). counterbalanced across participants. To enable links to some earlier studies in this attentional-cueing field (e.g., Grent-'t-Jong and Woldorff, 2007) , catch cues trials were also included (where the cue was gray upward-oriented arrows, enclosing a little dark gray square, indicating no target would follow); these trials were, however, ultimately not used for the present analysis.
After a variable inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 1100 ms to 1600 ms, the target stimuli were presented in the placeholder frames for 100 ms, whereas catch cues were followed at that time point by another cue that started a new trial. Targets were gray circles (radius 1°), interrupted by two opposing gaps. The participants were asked to respond only to the covertly attended stimulus at the cued location, while ignoring the stimulus in the opposite hemifield, by indicating which gap was larger (index versus middle finger of the right hand for larger gap at the bottom versus the top, respectively). On low-difficulty trials, one of the gaps was clearly larger than the other, with gap angles of 90°versus 20°. On high-difficulty trials, the two gaps were more similar, with gap angles of 40°versus 20°, and were thus harder to discriminate. A response time-out was adjusted after every high-difficulty trial to obtain a constant ratio of 75% correct versus 25% error or missed trials thereby ensuring that the task was similarly difficult for all participants. This variable response time-out was used during task performance to adjust visual feedback. Yet, it was not applied when analyzing behavioral data and cue-and target-related ERPs.
A feedback display was presented after a varying ISI of 900 to 1300 ms. In potential-reward trials, four cents could be won or lost, indicated by a display above the standard fixation square of '+4' after correct and fast responses and '−4' after incorrect or too-slow responses. To preserve trial structure similarity, in no-reward trials feedback comprised of a '+0' or '−0' for correct and incorrect/missed trials, respectively. The feedback stimulus was displayed for 400 ms, followed by an inter-trial interval of 600-1000 ms. Additionally, after each experimental run the total gained amount was presented.
The participants started with a short practice run to get acquainted with the task. After practice, three runs of 200 trials each were performed. In every run, the factors of reward and task difficulty were crossed and shown in randomized order, resulting in 20 trials per condition (high-difficulty reward, low-difficulty reward, high-difficulty no-reward, low-difficulty no-reward) per target side (left vs. right) plus 40 catch trials. This resulted in a total of 60 trials per activeattention condition (120 when combining data for left-and rightward cues), and 120 catch trials. The participants sat in a shielded room and were monitored with a camera. They were asked to sit in a relaxed position, limit blinking, and fixate on the fixation square throughout the task. In each run five 20-second breaks were inserted in which the participants could move and relax their eyes.
EEG acquisition and preprocessing
EEG activity was recorded with a Biosemi ActiveTwo measurement system (BioSemi, Amsterdam, Netherlands) using 64 Ag-AgCl scalp electrodes attached in an elastic cap, arranged according to the standard international 10-20 system. Four external electrodes were additionally attached to the head: left and right mastoids, which were used for later offline re-referencing to the average of these two channels, and a bilateral electro-oculogram (EOG) electrode pair next to the outer canthi of the eyes referenced to each other to measure horizontal eye movements. Signals were amplified and digitized with a sampling rate of 1024 Hz.
EEG data was processed using EEGLAB (Delorme and Makeig, 2004 ) and the ERPLAB plugin (http://erpinfo.org/erplab), running on MATLAB. Trials with blink artifacts were corrected by independent component analysis (ICA). Epochs were created time-locked to the onset of the relevant stimulus (cue, target or feedback), including a 200 ms prestimulus period, that was used for baseline correction. The total time window of the epoched ERPs varied according to the kind of stimulus, with the post-stimulus length equal to the duration of the stimulus presentation plus the time window of the shortest ISI. Epochs with horizontal eye movements detected by a step function (with threshold 60 μV and moving window of 400 ms in the bipolar EOG channel) were rejected. We also rejected trials with drifts larger than −/+200 μV in any scalp electrodes. For cue-related data, this led to the rejection of 6% of epochs on average for the different cueing conditions, for which rejection rates were very similar (ranging from 5.6% to 7.2%). For the targets, on average 4.5% of the epochs were excluded, with minimal differences between conditions (range 4.2% to 4.8%). On average 5.6% of the correct feedback epochs were rejected, again with similar percentages for all conditions (ranging from 5.1% to 6.2%). Next, EEG epochs were averaged across participants according to the different conditions.
EEG analyses
Although we were mostly interested in the cue phase activity, ERP responses to the target and feedback stimuli were also analyzed to investigate the possible effects of preparation on target and feedback processing. Analyses of the cue data included all trials, while analyses of the target and feedback stimuli were limited to trials with correct responses. Although it would also be interesting to look at error responses and negative feedback, we did not analyze this data. The main reason is that there are not enough error trials for a reliable ERP analysis, in particular when dissociating trials with incorrect responses from trials with correct responses that were given too late.
Mean amplitudes were derived for time windows averaged across electrodes within a region of interest (ROI). Time windows and ROIs of components were defined by ERP waveforms and topographic maps collapsed across conditions. Thus, the channel and time-window selection was orthogonal to the conditions of interest. Based on this approach, the cue-related P1 was quantified at posterior electrodes PO7, PO8, PO3, PO4, O1 and O2 between 70 and 130 ms. This component was followed by a negative wave (N1) over the same posterior brain area from 130 to 180 ms. A P2 with a central positive deflection at electrode sites C1, C2, Cz and CPz from 200 to 250 ms was detected, followed from 250 to 300 ms by a negative anterior (electrodes FC1, FC2, F1, F2, FCz and Fz) deflection in the N2 range. A clear P3 component was observed at occipito-parietal electrode sites (P1, P2, PO3, PO4, Pz and POz) and quantified between 300 and 500 ms. The CNV, a late negative going wave for active-attention cues, was detected within a central ROI (C1, C2 and Cz) between 700 and 1500 ms (earliest onset of the target). Consistent with earlier studies (Broyd et al., 2012; Connor and Lang, 1969; Goldstein et al., 2006; Jonkman et al., 2003) this large time window was divided in two parts: 700-1100 ms and 1100-1500 ms, resulting in an early and late CNV component.
For targets, the P1 was quantified over lateral posterior sites (PO7, PO8, PO3, PO4, O1 and O2) between 70 and 130 ms, followed by a negative N1 in a time window of 150-200 ms over those same sites. From 180 to 230 ms post-target onset a P2 component was present and maximal at central electrode sites C1, C2, Cz and CPz. The N2 amplitude was analyzed on frontal electrode sites (F1, F2, FC1, FC2, FCz and Fz) between 250 and 300 ms. A late target P3 was visible from 300 ms to 600 ms in parietal regions (P1, P2, Pz and POz). A feedback-related component was observed over central parietal electrodes (CP1, CP2, and CPz) starting around 200 ms after feedback presentation, which was quantified between 200 and 400 ms.
Amplitudes were examined using a repeated-measures analysis of variance (rANOVA) with factors reward (reward, no-reward) and task difficulty (high, low). Results are generally reported without strict Bonferroni correction for multiple testing when multiple ERP components were considered to avoid over-correction, thereby potentially manufacturing false negatives. However, we are also referring to the corrected p-values when interpreting the results of the rather exploratory early and mid-range potentials (P1, N1, P2, N2 and P3) in the cue and target phase (yielding a corrected value of p b 0.01).
Results
Behavioral results
Response times (RTs) were shorter in trials with potential reward (M = 514.96 ms, SD = 50.69 ms) versus those without (M = 526.28 ms, SD = 54.43 ms), as indicated by a main effect of reward (F(1,21) = 22.81, p b 0.001, see Table 1 ). There was also a significant main effect of task difficulty (F(1,21) = 109.36, p b 0.001) with faster responses for low-difficulty trials (M = 491.29 ms, SD = 50.13 ms) than for high-difficulty trials (M = 549.95 ms, SD = 57.47 ms). The interaction of reward and task difficulty approached significance (F(1,21) = 4.02, p = 0.058) explained by a larger RT difference between high-difficulty and low-difficulty trials for reward trials compared to no-reward trials.
Analyses of the accuracy data yielded a main effect of reward (F(1,21) = 14.03, p = 0.001) with more correct responses for reward trials (M = 90%, SD = 4%) as compared with no-reward trials (M = 87%, SD = 4%). Unsurprisingly, accuracy was higher when the discrimination task was easy (M = 95%, SD = 5%) than when it was difficult (M = 81%, SD = 3%; F(1,21) = 234.38, p b 0.001). No significant interaction of reward and task difficulty was found for task accuracy (F(1,21) = 1.689, p = 0.27). All these results are in line with the behavioral effects of the previous fMRI version of this task (Krebs et al., 2012) .
ERP results: cue-locked Early and mid-range potentials
None of the early sensory components elicited by the cues (P1 and N1) were modulated by our task manipulation (all p N 0.1). The cuerelated P2 component had a larger amplitude for reward cues than for no-reward cues, as indicated by a main effect of reward (F(1,21) = 13.09, p = 0.002; see Fig. 2A ). Task difficulty did not influence the amplitude of this component (F(1,21) = 1.65, p = 0.21), and there was no significant interaction between the two factors (F(1,21) = 0.14, p = 0.71). The mean amplitude of the N2 component showed a trend-level main effect of reward (F(1,21) = 3.63, p = 0.07), with a larger amplitude for no-reward cues. No main effect of reward nor an interaction between reward and task difficulty was observed on this component (F(1,21) b 1) . Since the N2 follows the P2 very quickly, modulations of those components are not easily distinguishable. However, the most important finding here is that the reward availability is detected as early as 200 ms post cue (P2 effect). The subsequent P3 amplitude was larger for reward cues compared to no-reward cues (F(1,21) = 22.07, p b 0.001; see Fig. 2B ). No significant main effect of task difficulty (F(1,21) = 2.86, p = 0.11) or interaction (F(1,21) b 1) was found for the P3 response.
Contingent Negative Variation (CNV)
For the early part of the CNV an enhanced amplitude was found for reward-predicting cues (F(1,21) = 19.41, p b 0.001), while no main effect of task difficulty nor interaction between reward and task difficulty was observed (both F(1,21) b 1; see Fig. 3B ). Reward also modulated the late part of the CNV (F(1,21) = 22.88, p b 0.001), again with larger amplitudes for reward trials. Yet, this later main effect was modulated by an interaction between reward and task difficulty (F(1,21) = 4.32, p = 0.05; see Fig. 3C ). This interaction resulted from the difference between high-difficulty and low-difficulty cues being larger for reward trials than for no-reward trials, with the largest late CNV deflection for high-difficulty reward trials.
To fully capture this result pattern (see Nieuwenhuis et al., 2011) , a 3-way rANOVA with the additional factor time (early vs. late CNV) was implemented. A main effect of time was present (F(1,21) = 75.44, p b 0.001), with a higher level of negative-polarity activity in the later window. Again, larger CNV amplitudes were observed for reward cues compared to no-reward cues, resulting in a main effect of reward across both time periods (F(1,21) = 22.95, p b 0.001). There was also a significant interaction between time and task difficulty (F(1,21) = 10.85, p = 0.003), due to a larger difference between high-difficulty and low-difficulty trials in the late phase, with high-difficulty trials being more negative. Moreover, a marginally significant three-way interaction between time, task difficulty and reward was observed (F(1,21) = 3.52, p = 0.075). This 3-way interaction pattern was due to the interaction between task difficulty and reward only arising at a later stage of the preparation process.
Finally, this difference in CNV amplitude in the late time interval between high-difficulty and low-difficulty cues in reward trials was related to performance during target processing in that it correlated with the high-versus-low difficulty difference in the RTs to the following potentially rewarding target (r = −0.5, p = 0.017; see Fig. 3C ). In contrast, the difference in late CNV amplitude between high-difficulty and low-difficulty cues without a potential reward and the corresponding difficulty effect in RTs to the target was not significant (p = 0.7). Moreover, no significant correlation was found between reward and noreward differences for RTs and early and late CNV amplitude (respectively p = 0.76 and p = 0.38).
ERP results: target-locked and feedback-locked
Albeit of subordinate priority, we also analyzed the ERPs elicited by the target stimuli. No significant differences between conditions were detected in the mean amplitudes of the early P1 and N1 components (all p-values N 0.1). A significant interaction (F(1,21) = 4.88, p = 0.04) was obtained for the P2 component. This interaction is explained by a larger difference between high-difficulty and low-difficulty targets in reward trials (with a more positive wave for low-difficulty reward trials) compared to the same contrast for no-reward trials. However, this interaction effect related to P2 amplitude should be viewed as more exploratory considering that it would not survive a Bonferroni correction that takes all five ERP components into account that were analyzed here (resulting in a threshold of p b 0.01). Subsequently, a more negative N2 deflection was observed for targets in no-reward trials, revealed by a main effect of reward (F(1,21) = 11.31, p = 0.003). The main effect of task difficulty (F(1,21) = 1.61, p = 0.22) and the interaction (F(1,21) b 1) did not reach significance for these components. For the P3 component, a main effect of reward was observed (F(1,21) = 23.65, p b 0.001, see Fig. 4A ), with a larger amplitude for targets in reward trials compared to no-reward trials. Additionally, the P3 amplitude was larger for low-difficulty targets than for high-difficulty targets, reflected statistically by a main effect of task difficulty (F(1,21) = 32.86, p b 0.001). No significant interaction of reward and task difficulty was observed for the P3 (F(1,21) = 2.36, p = 0.14).
A prominent feedback-related component that was visible over posterior central electrode sites showed a significant main effect of reward (F(1,21) = 105.33, p b 0.001), with larger positive amplitudes for the reward condition compared to the no-reward condition. The main effect of task difficulty was also highly significant (F(1,21) = 127.99, p b 0.001) due to more positive amplitudes for high-difficulty than low-difficulty trials. Moreover, a highly significant interaction was observed (F(1,21) = 29.82, p b 0.001), explained by a larger amplitude difference in high-difficulty versus low-difficulty trials in the reward condition compared to the no-reward condition (see Fig. 4B ). (6) 94 (4) Correct (%)
Discussion
In the present study the participants performed a cued visual discrimination task in which the targets were preceded by cues that indicated not only the target location but simultaneously the level of task difficulty and the possibility to receive a monetary reward in case of a correct and fast response. Krebs et al. (2012) already demonstrated the utility of this task to assess cognitive processes related to the prospect of reward and task demands. Again, in the current study the experimental manipulations were proven successful in that reward improved discrimination performance (more accurate and faster responses), which furthermore interacted with the manipulation of task difficulty.
The central aim of the present study was to explore neural activity related to the anticipation of both reward and attentional demands (i.e., discrimination difficulty), and more specifically, the respective time course of such activity. The present results support the idea that these processes can be dissociated temporally during task preparation. In this preparation phase reward availability modulated the processing of the cue starting from 200 ms post cue onset, with larger P2 amplitudes for potential-reward trials compared to no-reward trials. In addition, the main effect of reward was prevalent in all later ERP components of the cueing phase. The impact of reward on the amplitude of later components of warning stimuli, particularly on the P3, has been shown in previous studies (Goldstein et al., 2006; Hughes et al., 2012) . In contrast, reports on how reward availability impacts the anticipatory CNV component are rather inconsistent. Some researchers have reported variable CNV amplitudes depending on the rewarding characteristics of the warning stimulus (Hughes et al., 2012; Pierson et al., 1987) , which however others have failed to find (Goldstein et al., 2006; Sobotka et al., 1992) . Another anticipatory slow-wave component that is similar to the CNV is the stimulus-preceding negativity (SPN) which reflects anticipatory attention (disentangled from motor preparation; van Boxtel and Böcker, 2004; Brunia and van Boxtel, 2001; Brunia et al., 2011) . The SPN has also been shown to be affected by the motivational relevance of a stimulus, more precisely, and in line with the current results, a more negative SPN amplitude is observed when a rewarding event is expected (Brunia et al., 2011; Fuentemilla et al., 2013) . Hence, in agreement with previous reports, the present study clearly supports the notion that reward can influence the attentional anticipation of, and the preparation for, an upcoming target.
On the other hand, and more importantly, task-difficulty effects arose only later in the preparation phase, as reflected by an interaction effect in the late CNV component. Specifically, CNV differences following cues predicting high-difficulty versus low-difficulty targets were more apparent in reward trials compared to no-reward trials, but only in the late part of the CNV. As a consequence, the most negative going wave was observed for high-difficulty reward trials. Importantly, this difference in task preparation indeed affected subsequent target discrimination performance, indicated by the fact that participants with a larger difference in late CNV amplitude between high-difficulty and low-difficulty cues in the reward condition also showed faster responses for high-difficulty reward targets compared to low-difficulty reward ones. Such correlations between CNV amplitude and behavioral performance have been shown before (Birbaumer et al., 1990; Fan et al., 2007; Haagh and Brunia, 1985; Wascher et al., 1996) and correspond to the notion that the CNV reflects both motor preparation and attention or stimulus anticipation (Connor and Lang, 1969; Rohrbaugh et al., 1976; Tecce, 1972; van Boxtel and Brunia, 1994) . It has to be noted that reward and task-difficulty might influence both kinds of processes in a different way, but it is not possible to distinguish attentional orienting from motor preparation in the current experiment.
Although a main effect of task-difficulty was found for RTs, there was no clear difference between CNV amplitudes in high-difficulty noreward trials and low-difficulty no-reward trials. This might be explained by a motivational account, in which additional strategic attention is employed only when it is worth the effort. Therefore, no extra preparation processes will be triggered by high-difficulty cues in situations without the potential of being rewarded. The current finding is probably context-dependent, since participants usually also engage attentional resources in difficult tasks that lack (the prospect of) reward. In the current experiment, however, no-reward trials could be seen as disappointing leading to a lack of motivation to spend processing resources on these trials. Alternatively, control processes elicited by task difficulty might be qualitatively different in the reward condition and the no-reward condition along the lines of a pro-active vs. re-active distinction (e.g., Braver, 2012). Specifically, high task-difficulty in a reward context clearly engage pro-active control mechanisms, as indexed here be the CNV. In contrast, different levels of task difficulty in the noreward condition of the current experiments might have invoked different levels of re-active control (i.e., during target processing), which could be difficult to detect in the target-related ERPs. A final option would be that the participants did not invoke any additional control processes, neither pro-nor re-actively, for high-difficulty trials as compared to low-difficulty trials in the no-reward condition. The current ERP data cannot adjudicate between these alternatives.
Patient research and studies with healthy individuals have indicated that the CNV might be related to the dopaminergic system (e.g., Amabile et al., 1986; Gerschlager et al., 1999; Linssen et al., 2011) . Consequently, the observed interaction between task difficulty and reward in this component appears to be consistent with the results of the previous fMRI study of Krebs et al. (2012) showing a very similar interaction pattern in the dopaminergic midbrain with highest activation levels in respond to cues that predicted both reward and high difficulty. Of course, it should be noted that ERP measurements will not directly reflect activity in deep brain structures such as the dopaminergic midbrain (Cohen et al., 2011) , but only through cortical consequences of its involvement. This possible link to the dopaminergic system raises another alternative, or possibly supplementary, interpretation for the current results. With higher levels of (reward) uncertainty, slower sustained activations of the dopaminergic system have been shown to increase (Fiorillo et al., 2003; Preuschoff et al., 2006) . The current results related to late CNV amplitude are in line with this finding. The amplitude is lowest for cues that do not predict reward. Not only do these trials not feature reward, but reward uncertainty is also lowest here (for both high-difficult and low-difficult trials). In reward trials, reward uncertainty is present in both conditions, but most pronounced when cues predict a high-difficulty trial; correspondingly the largest CNV amplitude has been detected in this condition. However, considering the established characteristics of the CNV as a typical preparatory component reflecting anticipatory attention and motor preparation, this uncertainty-based interpretation appears less likely as the full explanation of the data pattern than the task-preparation-related account.
The central finding of the current study is the temporal dissociation between processes related to the anticipation of potential reward and attentional demands. The earlier and more pronounced effect of reward compared to task difficulty appears to suggest that reward might influence visual processing of the cue stimuli in a more bottom-up way, while anticipated attentional demands seem to trigger a more voluntary (top-down) influence that arises later. This might relate to the idea that there could be different routes by which the dopaminergic system is recruited that has been previously suggested by other researchers (e.g., Salamone et al., 2005) . Also, in patients with Parkinson's disease, which is characterized by major disturbances of the dopaminergic system, voluntary attention mechanisms are affected while performances and processes in automatic attention tasks can remain intact Marsden, 1988, 1990; Yamaguchi and Kobayashi, 1998) . Other studies have shown that reward associations, especially for task-irrelevant stimulus aspects, can distract participants from the task-relevant aspects and have a detrimental effect on performance (e.g., Hickey et al., 2010; Krebs et al., 2010 Krebs et al., , 2011 Krebs et al., , 2013 , which also adds evidence in favor of potential automatic influences of reward on task processes. We suggest that reward influences cue-related processes relatively directly, while strategically implemented attentional orienting plays a role only later in processing in an attempt to optimize performance according to the situational circumstances.
Another key aspect is that temporal information provided here by the ERP measures also enables the dissociation of processes related to cue evaluation from the preparatory processes it triggers. Specifically, our data indicates that early cue evaluation is particularly sensitive to possible reward availability, whereas cued task demands do not play a major role until late in the actual task-preparation process as the target is about to occur. Furthermore, the finding that the late CNV amplitude, which has been consistently linked to task preparation, was maximal for high-difficulty reward trials, speaks to an additional critical issue. Specifically, as alluded to in the Introduction, neuroeconomic experiments usually conceptualize high task demands as costs that get discounted (e.g., Croxson et al., 2009; McGuire and Botvinick, 2010) . This should even more so be the case in the present experiment, as reward probability was lower in high-difficulty than low-difficulty trials. Even in this situation, we found the largest CNV amplitude in high-difficulty reward trials. If this had been merely an effect of expected reward value, the low-difficulty reward trials should have triggered the largest CNV wave. An important difference to the earlier neuroeconomic experiments was that in the present study participants had to start preparing for the upcoming task in response to the cue, which in our opinion relies on a neural network that overlaps with reward-related processes (see also Stoppel et al., 2011) .
Subsequent to the preparation phase, the early perceptual processing of the target was not affected by the reward or difficulty manipulation, which is consistent with earlier reports (Baines et al., 2011; Hughes et al., 2012) that could not find an early reward impact in the target P1-N1 component in their cueing paradigms. The earliest manipulation effects in the current study were observed 200 ms after target onset. In particular, the P2 amplitude was largest for low-difficulty reward trials and for the N2 and the P3 components a main effect of reward was observed, with an enhanced positive wave for reward trials. These findings match with the results of several recent ERP studies investigating reward, suggesting that attention to or attentional capture by rewarding or affective stimuli was increased (e.g., Baines et al., 2011; Hajcak et al., 2010; Hughes et al., 2012; Krebs et al., 2013) . The amplitude of the P3 in the present study was also larger in the low-difficulty condition compared to the high-difficulty condition, perhaps due to reward expectancy being higher in the low-difficulty trials (Goldstein et al., 2006; Gruber and Otten, 2010; Wu and Zhou, 2009) . Also, similar results have been found in other discrimination tasks, showing a diminished visual or auditory evoked P3 amplitude in difficult discrimination trials (Hoffman et al., 1985; Palmer et al., 1994; Polich, 1987; Senkowski and Herrmann, 2002) . This has been related to decreased decision certainty (i.e. 'equivocation'), since confidence in the decision made is reduced when discriminations are more difficult (Palmer et al., 1994; Ruchkin and Sutton, 1978) . Moreover, both the reward and difficulty main effect might be partly explained by the relation of the target P3 to response execution (Doucet and Stelmack, 1999) , with larger P3 amplitudes for faster responses. Hughes et al. (2012) also showed that the target-locked P3 amplitude was larger for easy compared to difficult detected target pictures in a rapid serial visual presentation task and results suggested that the P3 amplitude on single trials reflected the confidence in detecting a target. Hence, the P3 modulation probably reflects a combination of reward expectancy, confidence in correct responding, and facilitated response execution.
Targets were followed by a feedback presentation, for which we had to limit our analysis to correct feedback due to trial-number limitations. The feedback elicited a broad centro-parietal component, which probably reflects a feedback-related P3 component. The response to the different kinds of positive feedback in the present experiment displayed sensitivities to reward in general, as well as to the difficulty of the task. The P3 component is generally known to be sensitive to expectancy (Courchesne et al., 1977; Johnson and Donchin, 1980; Núñez Castellar et al., 2010 ) and more specifically with regard to feedback, the P3 amplitude has been observed to be larger for unpredicted outcomes compared to predicted outcomes (Hajcak et al., 2005 (Hajcak et al., , 2007 . Since in the current experiment correct feedback is more unexpected in highdifficulty trials than in low-difficulty trials, the main effect of taskdifficulty might reflect this subjective expectation. The current findings related to reward are also consistent with previous reports showing larger P3 amplitude following reward feedback than no-reward feedback (Hajcak et al., 2007) , which might indicate higher motivational significance of reward feedback (see Sato et al., 2005) . Finally, the response also displayed an interaction pattern, wherein the difference between low-and high-difficulty trials was larger for rewarded trials. This latter interaction seems to represent a combination of performance monitoring of correct performance on the one hand, and of reward outcome evaluation on the other.
To summarize, in the present study we investigated the time course of task preparation as a function of anticipated reward and anticipated attentional task demands. While preparing for the target, reward influenced neural processes more rapidly, with large effects in both the early and late stages of preparation. In contrast, it seems that processing resources were only later allocated in a strategic fashion that also incorporated anticipated task difficulty. These findings provide evidence that effects of voluntary attentional demands and reward can be temporally dissociated, not only during task execution but also during task preparation.
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